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Abstract— While financially advantageous, outsourcing key
steps such as testing to potentially untrusted Outsourced Semiconductor Assembly and Test (OSAT) companies may pose
a risk of compromising on-chip assets. Obfuscation of scan
chains is a technique that hides the actual scan data from the
untrusted testers; logic inserted between the scan cells, driven by
a secret key, hide the transformation functions between the scanin stimulus (scan-out response) and the delivered scan pattern
(captured response). In this paper, we propose ScanSAT: an
attack that transforms a scan obfuscated circuit to its logiclocked version and applies a variant of the Boolean satisfiability
(SAT) based attack, thereby extracting the secret key. Our
empirical results demonstrate that ScanSAT can easily break
naive scan obfuscation techniques using only three or fewer
attack iterations even for large key sizes and in the presence of
scan compression.

I. I NTRODUCTION
More and more design houses are going fabless due to the
ever increasing cost of Integrated Circuit (IC) manufacturing.
Even those who hold onto their fabrication facilities are now
outsourcing key steps such as testing [1], [2]. Outsourcing the
fabrication and testing processes to potentially untrusted parties raises concerns regarding IC piracy, reverse engineering,
overproduction, Intellectual Property (IP) rights violation, and
hardware Trojan insertion. Among the design-for-trust (DfTr)
solutions developed to prevent such hardware security threats,
logic locking is a holistic solution for mitigating IC piracy,
Trojan insertion, and overproduction, as it provides protection
throughout the IC supply chain.
Logic locking hides the functionality of the design via the
insertion of additional logic elements (key gates). The purpose
of adding key gates is to lock the circuit during the untrusted
phases of the design and manufacturing process. These key
gates are driven by key bits (key inputs) that are stored in a
tamper-proof memory on the chip. A valid key restores the
correct functionality of the design, unlocking it. Logic locking
inserts combinational key gates such as XOR/XNORs [3], [4],
or multiplexers (MUXes) [5], [6] to lock a design.
In order to provide protection against an untrusted OSAT
company during the testing and chip-configuration phases,
a special instance of logic locking, namely scan locking,
obfuscates the scan chain(s) by inserting key-driven logic in
between the Scan Flip-Flops (SFFs). This way, the untrusted
tester ends up applying a scan-in stimulus that is different
than the pattern delivered into the scan chains; similarly,

the tester observes scan-out responses that are different than
the captured responses. Scan locking enables a protocol
where the designer loads the secret key post-manufacturing
on some secure memory. The designer also generates the
transformed test data based on the secret key and the original
ATPG patterns. The transformed test data is provided to the
OSAT company, who performs the testing without knowing
the actual ATPG patterns. Similarly, the designer provides
transformed configuration vectors that need to be delivered
through the scan chains; the OSAT company applies the
configuration vectors to customize each part without being
able to infer the actual content (security-critical bit streams,
chip ID, etc.).
The design flow of a basic scan locking technique is shown
in Fig. 1. An example scan locking technique Encrypt FlipFlop [6], for example, inserts locking MUXes on selected
wires (SFFs outputs), producing a locked netlist and Obfuscated Scan Chain (OSC)(s).1 After fabrication, the chip is
activated by inserting the correct key. Even then, the scan
chain(s) remain(s) obfuscated from the untrusted tester due
to the secret transformations in the scan path.
In this paper, we propose ScanSAT as an attack on OSCs,
using Encrypt Flip-Flop as a basic example; we note that
ScanSAT can be tweaked and applied to other scan obfuscation techniques as well. The attack flow is presented in Fig.
1. Consistent with almost all attacks on logic locking, the
proposed attack requires (i) a working chip (with OSC(s)) and
(ii) a locked design netlist. ScanSAT models the OSC as a
logic locking problem, and then launches the SAT attack [9]2
on it. It creates the combinational circuit equivalent of the
scan-obfuscated circuit; this circuit is a logic-locked circuit
with a key corresponding to the secret transformations on the
scan chain(s). We then apply SAT attack on this logic circuit
1 While we use Encrypt Flip-Flop [6] as a representative example, there
are also other scan locking variants. While Encrypt Flip-Flop uses statically
OSC(s), a Dynamically-Obfuscated Scan (DOS) structure is proposed in [7],
where the obfuscation key changes over time. Another similar effort is a
Design-for-Security (DFS) architecture proposed in [8] that prevents key
information leakage through the scan chain.
2 SAT attack applies a SAT solver on the CNF representation of the locked
netlist to produce a Distinguishing Input Pattern (DIP), which is an input
combination for which at least two different key values generate differing
outputs. The attack then applies this pattern to the working chip to obtain
the correct response, which helps prune all the incorrect keys that fail to
produce this output on the locked netlist. This process is repeated iteratively
and the generated input-output pairs are added to the gradually growing CNF
formulation. The attack succeeds when a DIP can no longer be found by the
SAT solver, which is when the correct key is returned.

